### Olympic Sports Vocabulary Puzzle

Read the clues and then complete the puzzle.

**Across:**
1. Throwing a metal ball __________
2. Jumping over an object whilst running at speed __________
3. Throwing a spear like object __________
4. A sport that is in a gym __________
5. Jumping over a bar __________
6. Sports which take place on the track __________
7. Winner __________
8. Swinging around on bars of different height __________
9. Running very quickly over a short distance __________
10. Hitting a ball with a bat __________

**Down:**
1. An activity in water __________
2. Jumping a long distance __________
3. Elevating yourself over a bar with a pole __________
4. Lifting various amounts of weight __________
5. Throwing a disc like object __________
6. 40km or 26mile run __________
7. The fastest swimming event __________
8. A race involving several people __________